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(54) WAKEUP SIGNAL MONITORING METHOD AND APPARATUS

(57) A wake-up signal detection method and an ap-
paratus are provided, and are applicable to fields such
as V2X, the internet of vehicles, an intelligent and con-
nected vehicle, assisted driving, and intelligent driving.
The method includes: determining, by a terminal device,
N PDCCH monitoring occasions before an active time
DRX ON; and detecting a wake-up signal WUS on M of
the N PDCCH monitoring occasions, where M is less
than N, and both N and M are positive integers greater
than 1. The wake-up signal WUS is detected by using
the method, so that power consumption of the terminal
device can be effectively reduced, and a power saving
gain can be improved.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This application relates to the field of wireless
communications technologies, and in particular, to a
wake-up signal detection method and an apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a 5th generation (5th generation, 5G) new
radio (new radio, NR) system, a wake-up signal (wake-
up signal, WUS) based on a physical downlink control
channel (physical downlink control channel, PDCCH)
may be introduced. In other words, the WUS signal may
reuse an existing PDCCH, and a terminal device obtains,
by detecting a corresponding PDCCH, a WUS signal sent
by a network device. In addition, the WUS signal may be
combined with a discontinuous reception (discontinuous
reception, DRX) mechanism in a radio resource control
(radio resource control, RRC) connected state. For a ter-
minal device that supports the WUS signal, the network
device may send the WUS signal to the terminal device
in a DRX form.
[0003] The WUS signal based on the PDCCH is sent
in a predefined search space set (search space set), the
search space set has a preconfigured bandwidth and a
preconfigured sending cycle on a time-frequency re-
source, and the sending cycle of the search space set
may include 1 to 2560 slots. In a sending cycle of a search
space set, one or more consecutive slots may be used
to send a PDCCH. In a slot in which the PDCCH is sent,
the PDCCH may occupy one to three symbols in the slot.
These symbols are referred to as a PDCCH monitoring
occasion (PDCCH monitoring occasion). The network
device may configure a slot for sending a PDCCH in a
sending cycle of a search space set, and a specific sym-
bol position of a PDCCH in each slot for sending the
PDCCH.
[0004] For a terminal device in a DRX state, a period
of time before an active time DRX ON may be specified
as a receive time window of the WUS signal, and the
terminal device detects the WUS signal on a PDCCH
monitoring occasion in the receive time window. If the
WUS signal is detected in the receive time window, the
terminal device needs to wake up in the corresponding
DRX ON. If the terminal device does not detect the WUS
signal in the receive time window, the terminal device
may continue to sleep in the corresponding DRX ON.
[0005] Configuration of the receive time window de-
pends only on a time length of the receive time window
and a time offset that is of the receive time window and
that is relative to the DRX ON, and is independent of the
sending cycle of the search space set. Therefore, a re-
ceive time window of a WUS signal may include sending
cycles of a plurality of search space sets, so that there
are relatively many PDCCH monitoring occasions includ-
ed in the receive time window. If the terminal device de-

tects the WUS signal on all PDCCH monitoring occasions
in the receive time window, relatively large power con-
sumption is caused, and a power saving gain is reduced.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments of this application provide a
wake-up signal detection method and an apparatus, to
reduce power consumption of detecting a WUS signal
by a terminal device.
[0007] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of
this application provides a wake-up signal detection
method. The method may be performed by a terminal
device, or may be performed by an apparatus (for exam-
ple, a processor and/or a chip) in a terminal device, and
the method includes: The terminal device determines N
physical downlink control channel PDCCH monitoring
occasions before an active time DRX ON; and the termi-
nal device detects a wake-up signal WUS on M of the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions, where M is less than N,
and both N and M are positive integers greater than 1.
[0008] According to the technical solution provided in
this application, the terminal device may detect the WUS
signal on some of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions
before the active time DRX ON, thereby effectively re-
ducing power consumption of the terminal device and
increasing a power saving gain.
[0009] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
design of the first aspect, the M PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions are M PDCCH monitoring occasions closest to
the DRX ON in the N PDCCH monitoring occasions. In
this way, a time in which the terminal device wakes up
and detects the WUS signal before the wake-up time
DRX ON can be minimized, thereby effectively reducing
the power consumption of the terminal device and in-
creasing the power saving gain.
[0010] Alternatively, the M PDCCH monitoring occa-
sions are M PDCCH monitoring occasions farthest from
the DRX ON in the N PDCCH monitoring occasions. In
this way, a possibility that the terminal device misses
detecting the WUS signal can be effectively reduced, and
a scheduling delay caused by missing detection of the
WUS signal can be reduced.
[0011] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
design of the first aspect, if the M PDCCH monitoring
occasions are M PDCCH monitoring occasions farthest
from the DRX ON in the N PDCCH monitoring occasions,
and the terminal device does not detect the WUS on the
M PDCCH monitoring occasions, the terminal device
continues to detect the WUS on remaining N-M PDCCH
monitoring occasions until the WUS is detected or the
detection on the remaining N-M PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions is completed PDCCH monitoring occasion.
[0012] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
design of the first aspect, the terminal device may deter-
mine, according to a preset mapping rule, the M PDCCH
monitoring occasions from the N PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions, where the preset mapping rule is used to deter-
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mine PDCCH monitoring occasion whether to detect the
WUS on each of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions. In
this way, flexibility of detecting, by the terminal device,
the WUS signal on the M PDCCH monitoring occasions
can be effectively improved.
[0013] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
design of the first aspect, the mapping rule satisfies the
following relationship: 

where UEid is an identifier of the terminal device or a
terminal device group to which the terminal device be-
longs, index is a sequence number of the PDCCH mon-
itoring occasion, mod indicates a modulo operation, X is
a detection interval, and f is a real number; and when a
value of f is 0, it indicates that the terminal device needs
to detect the WUS on the PDCCH monitoring occasion,
or when a value of f is not 0, it indicates that the terminal
device does not need to detect the WUS on the PDCCH
monitoring occasion.
[0014] It can be learned that the terminal device deter-
mines, according to this mapping rule, the M PDCCH
monitoring occasions on which detection needs to be per-
formed, so that M PDCCH monitoring occasions corre-
sponding to different terminal devices are randomized in
different slots. This avoids that WUS signals of a relatively
large quantity of terminal devices need to be sent in a
same slot, so that occupation of downlink air interface
resources of a network device is more balanced.
[0015] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
design of the first aspect, the terminal device may receive
first indication information from a network device, where
the first indication information is used to indicate the ter-
minal device to detect the WUS on M of the N PDCCH
monitoring occasions.
[0016] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
design of the first aspect, the N PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions are N PDCCH monitoring occasions in a receive
time window of the WUS. The terminal device may de-
termine the receive time window of the WUS in the fol-
lowing manner: The terminal device determines the re-
ceive time window based on an offset between an end
time of the receive time window and a start time of the
DRX ON and a length of the receive time window. Alter-
natively, the terminal device determines the receive time
window based on an offset between an end time of the
receive time window and a start time of the DRX ON and
an offset between a start time of the receive time window
and the start time of the DRX ON.
[0017] With reference to the first aspect, in a possible
design of the first aspect, the terminal device may deter-
mine the N PDCCH monitoring occasions included in the
receive time window in the following manner: The termi-
nal device determines, based on the receive time window
and a configuration parameter of the PDCCH monitoring
occasion, the N PDCCH monitoring occasions included

in the receive time window. The configuration parameter
of the PDCCH monitoring occasion is used to indicate
one or more of the following information: a sending cycle
of a search space set, a start slot for sending the PDCCH
monitoring occasion in a sending cycle of each search
space set, a quantity of slots for consecutively sending
the PDCCH monitoring occasion in the sending cycle of
each search space set, a start symbol for sending the
PDCCH monitoring occasion in each slot for sending the
PDCCH monitoring occasion, or a quantity of symbols
for consecutively sending the PDCCH monitoring occa-
sion in each slot for sending the PDCCH monitoring oc-
casion.
[0018] According to a second aspect, an embodiment
of this application provides a wake-up signal detection
method. The method may be performed by a network
device, or may be performed by an apparatus (for exam-
ple, a processor and/or a chip) in a network device, and
the method includes: The network device determines N
physical downlink control channel PDCCH monitoring
occasions before an active time DRX ON; and the net-
work device sends first indication information to a termi-
nal device, where the first indication information is used
to indicate the terminal device to detect a wake-up signal
WUS on M of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions, where
M is less than N, and both N and M are positive integers
greater than 1.
[0019] According to the technical solution provided in
this application, the network device configures the termi-
nal device to detect the WUS signal on some of the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions before the active time
DRX ON. This may effectively reduce power consump-
tion of the terminal device and increase a power saving
gain.
[0020] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible design of the second aspect, the M PDCCH moni-
toring occasions are M PDCCH monitoring occasions
closest to the DRX ON in the N PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions. In this way, a time in which the terminal device
wakes up and detects the WUS signal before the wake-
up time DRX ON can be minimized, thereby effectively
reducing the power consumption of the terminal device
and increasing the power saving gain.
[0021] Alternatively, the M PDCCH monitoring occa-
sions are M PDCCH monitoring occasions farthest from
the DRX ON in the N PDCCH monitoring occasions. In
this way, a possibility that the terminal device misses
detecting the WUS signal can be effectively reduced, and
a scheduling delay caused by missing detection of the
WUS signal can be reduced.
[0022] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible design of the second aspect, the network device
may determine, according to a preset mapping rule, the
M PDCCH monitoring occasions from the N PDCCH
monitoring occasions, where the preset mapping rule is
used to determine PDCCH monitoring occasion whether
the terminal device needs to detect the WUS on each of
the N PDCCH monitoring occasions. In this way, flexibility
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of detecting, by the terminal device, the WUS signal on
the M PDCCH monitoring occasions can be effectively
improved.
[0023] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible design of the second aspect, the mapping rule sat-
isfies the following relationship: 

where UEid is an identifier of the terminal device or a
terminal device group, index is a sequence number of
the PDCCH monitoring occasion, mod indicates a mod-
ulo operation, X is a detection interval, and f is a real
number; and when a value of f is 0, it indicates that the
terminal device needs to detect the WUS on the PDCCH
monitoring occasion, or when a value of f is not 0, it in-
dicates that the terminal device does not need to detect
the WUS on the PDCCH monitoring occasion.
[0024] It can be learned that the network device deter-
mines, according to this mapping rule, the M PDCCH
monitoring occasions on which detection needs to be per-
formed by the terminal device, so that M PDCCH moni-
toring occasions corresponding to different terminal de-
vices are randomized in different slots. This avoids that
WUS signals of a relatively large quantity of terminal de-
vices need to be sent in a same slot, so that occupation
of downlink air interface resources of the network device
is more balanced.
[0025] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible design of the second aspect, the network device
may send second indication information to the terminal
device, where the second indication information is used
to indicate a configuration parameter of a receive time
window of the WUS. The configuration parameter of the
receive time window includes an offset between an end
time of the receive time window and a start time of the
DRX ON and a length of the receive time window, or the
configuration parameter of the receive time window in-
cludes an offset between an end time of the receive time
window and a start time of the DRX ON and an offset
between a start time of the receive time window and the
start time of the DRX ON.
[0026] With reference to the second aspect, in a pos-
sible design of the second aspect, the network device
may send third indication information to the terminal de-
vice, where the third indication information is used to in-
dicate a configuration parameter of the PDCCH monitor-
ing occasion, and the configuration parameter of the PD-
CCH monitoring occasion includes one or more of the
following information: a sending cycle of a search space
set, a start slot for sending the PDCCH monitoring occa-
sion in a sending cycle of each search space set, a quan-
tity of slots for consecutively sending the PDCCH moni-
toring occasion in the sending cycle of each search space
set, a start symbol for sending the PDCCH monitoring
occasion in each slot for sending the PDCCH monitoring
occasion, or a quantity of symbols for consecutively

sending the PDCCH monitoring occasion in each slot for
sending the PDCCH monitoring occasion.
[0027] According to a third aspect, an embodiment of
this application provides a communications apparatus.
[0028] The apparatus has a function of implementing
the terminal device in any one of the first aspect or the
possible designs of the first aspect. The apparatus may
be a terminal device, for example, a handheld terminal
device, a vehicle-mounted terminal device, vehicle user
equipment, or a road side unit, or may be an apparatus
included in a terminal device, for example, a chip, or may
be an apparatus including a terminal device. The function
of the foregoing terminal device may be implemented by
hardware, or may be implemented by hardware by exe-
cuting corresponding software. The hardware or the soft-
ware includes one or more modules corresponding to the
foregoing function.
[0029] The communications apparatus may also have
a function of implementing the network device in any one
of the second aspect or the possible designs of the sec-
ond aspect. The communications apparatus may be a
network device, for example, a base station, or may be
an apparatus included in a network device, for example,
a chip. The function of the foregoing network device may
be implemented by hardware, or may be implemented
by hardware by executing corresponding software. The
hardware or the software includes one or more modules
corresponding to the foregoing function.
[0030] In a possible design, a structure of the appara-
tus includes a processing module and a transceiver mod-
ule. The processing module is configured to support the
apparatus in performing a corresponding function of the
terminal device in any one of the first aspect or the de-
signs of the first aspect. The transceiver module is con-
figured to support communication between the apparatus
and another communications device. For example, when
the apparatus is a terminal device, the apparatus may
receive a wake-up signal WUS from a network device.
The communications apparatus may further include a
storage module. The storage module is coupled to the
processing module, and stores a program instruction and
data that are necessary for the apparatus. In an example,
the processing module may be a processor, the trans-
ceiver module may be a transceiver, and the storage
module may be a memory. The memory may be integrat-
ed with the processor, or may be disposed separately
from the processor. This is not limited in this application.
[0031] In another possible design, a structure of the
apparatus includes a processor, and may further include
a memory. The processor is coupled to the memory, and
may be configured to execute a computer program in-
struction stored in the memory, so that the apparatus
performs the method in any one of the first aspect or the
possible designs of the first aspect. Optionally, the ap-
paratus further includes a communications interface, and
the processor is coupled to the communications inter-
face. When the apparatus is a terminal device, the com-
munications interface may be a transceiver or an in-
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put/output interface. When the apparatus is a chip includ-
ed in a terminal device, the communications interface
may be an input/output interface of the chip. Optionally,
the transceiver may be a transceiver circuit, and the in-
put/output interface may be an input/output circuit.
[0032] According to a fourth aspect, an embodiment
of this application provides a chip system. The chip sys-
tem includes a processor, where the processor is coupled
to a memory, the memory is configured to store a program
or an instruction, and when the program or the instruction
is executed by the processor, the chip system is enabled
to implement the method in any one of the first aspect or
the possible designs of the first aspect, or implement the
method in any one of the second aspect or the possible
designs of the second aspect.
[0033] Optionally, the chip system further includes an
interface circuit, and the interface circuit is configured to
receive a code instruction and transmit the code instruc-
tion to the processor.
[0034] Optionally, there may be one or more proces-
sors in the chip system, and the processor may be im-
plemented by hardware or may be implemented by soft-
ware. When the processor is implemented by using hard-
ware, the processor may be a logic circuit, an integrated
circuit, or the like. When the processor is implemented
by using software, the processor may be a general-pur-
pose processor, and is implemented by reading software
code stored in the memory.
[0035] Optionally, there may be one or more memories
in the chip system. The memory may be integrated with
the processor, or may be disposed separately from the
processor. This is not limited in this application. For ex-
ample, the memory may be a non-transitory processor,
for example, a read-only memory ROM. The memory and
the processor may be integrated into a same chip, or may
be separately disposed on different chips. A type of the
memory and a manner of disposing the memory and the
processor are not specifically limited in this application.
[0036] According to a fifth aspect, an embodiment of
this application provides a readable storage medium. The
readable storage medium stores a computer program or
an instruction, and when the computer program or the
instruction is executed, a computer is enabled to perform
the method in any one of the first aspect or the possible
designs of the first aspect, or perform the method in any
one of the second aspect or the possible designs of the
second aspect.
[0037] According to a sixth aspect, an embodiment of
this application provides a computer program product.
When a computer reads and executes the computer pro-
gram product, the computer is enabled to perform the
method in any one of the first aspect or the possible de-
signs of the first aspect, or perform the method in any
one of the second aspect or the possible designs of the
second aspect.
[0038] According to a seventh aspect, an embodiment
of this application provides a communications system.
The communications system includes a network device

and at least one terminal device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0039]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a network architec-
ture of a communications system to which an em-
bodiment of this application is applicable;
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a wake-up signal
detection method according to an embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a DRX cycle and
an active time DRX ON according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of N PDCCH moni-
toring occasions according to an embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a receive time win-
dow of a WUS signal according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 6a, FIG. 6b, and FIG. 6c are schematic dia-
grams of M PDCCH monitoring occasions according
to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of a com-
munications apparatus according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 8 is another schematic structural diagram of a
communications apparatus according to an embod-
iment of this application;
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of another
communications apparatus according to an embod-
iment of this application; and
FIG. 10 is another schematic structural diagram of
another communications apparatus according to an
embodiment of this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0040] To make the objectives, the technical solutions
and the advantages of the embodiments of this applica-
tion clearer, the following further describes the embodi-
ments of this application in detail with reference to the
accompanying drawings.
[0041] The technical solutions of the embodiments of
this application may be used in various communications
systems, such as a global system for mobile communi-
cations (global system for mobile communications, GSM)
system, a code division multiple access (code division
multiple access, CDMA) system, a wideband code divi-
sion multiple access (wideband code division multiple
access, WCDMA) system, a general packet radio service
(general packet radio service, GPRS) system, a long
term evolution (long term evolution, LTE) system, an LTE
frequency division duplex (frequency division duplex,
FDD) system, an LTE time division duplex (time division
duplex, TDD) system, a universal mobile telecommuni-
cations system (universal mobile telecommunication
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system, UMTS), a worldwide interoperability for micro-
wave access (worldwide interoperability for microwave
access, WIMAX) communications system, and a 5th gen-
eration (5th generation, 5G) system or a new radio (new
radio, NR) system, or is used in a future communications
system or another similar communications system.
[0042] The technical solutions in the embodiments of
this application may be used in technical fields such as
unmanned driving (unmanned driving), assisted driving
(assisted driving, ADAS), intelligent driving (intelligent
driving), connected driving (connected driving), intelli-
gent network driving (Intelligent network driving), car
sharing (car sharing), a smart/intelligent car (smart/intel-
ligent car), a digital car (digital car), an unmanned car
(unmanned car/driverless car/pilotless car/automobile),
the internet of vehicles (Internet of vehicles, IoV), a self-
driving car (self-driving car/autonomous car), coopera-
tive vehicle infrastructure (cooperative vehicle infrastruc-
ture, CVIS), intelligent transportation system (intelligent
transportation system, ITS), and vehicle-mounted com-
munication (vehicle-mounted communication).
[0043] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a network ar-
chitecture of a communications system to which an em-
bodiment of this application is applicable. The commu-
nications system includes a network device 110, a ter-
minal device 101, a terminal device 102, a terminal device
103, a terminal device 104, a terminal device 105, and a
terminal device 106. The network device may communi-
cate with at least one terminal device (for example, the
terminal device 101) through an uplink (uplink, UL) and
a downlink (downlink, DL).
[0044] The network device in FIG. 1 may be an access
network device, for example, a base station. The access
network device corresponds to different devices in differ-
ent systems. For example, the access network device
may correspond to an eNB in a fourth generation mobile
communication technology (the 4th generation, 4G) sys-
tem, and correspond to a 5G access network device, for
example, a gNB, in a 5G system. The technical solutions
provided in the embodiments of this application may also
be used in a future mobile communications system, for
example, a 6G or 7G communications system. Therefore,
the network device in FIG. 1 may also correspond to an
access network device in the future mobile communica-
tions system.
[0045] It should be understood that there may be a
plurality of network devices in the communications sys-
tem, and each network device may provide a service for
a plurality of terminal devices. A quantity of network de-
vices and a quantity of terminal devices in the commu-
nications system are not limited in the embodiments of
this application. The network device in FIG. 1 and each
of some or all of the plurality of terminal devices may
implement the technical solutions provided in the embod-
iments of this application. In addition, the terminal devic-
es in FIG. 1 may be different types of terminal devices,
for example, may include terminal devices in massive
machine type communication (massive machine type

communication, mMTC), such as a mobile phone, and a
smart water meter and an electricity meter in the internet
of things. The various types of terminal devices shown
in FIG. 1 are merely some examples. It should also be
understood that the terminal device in the embodiments
of this application is not limited thereto.
[0046] In the following, some terms of the embodi-
ments of this application are described, so as to help a
person skilled in the art have a better understanding.
[0047] (1) Terminal device: The terminal device may
also be referred to as user equipment (user equipment,
UE), a mobile station (mobile station, MS), a mobile ter-
minal (mobile terminal, MT), or the like, and is a device
that provides voice and/or data connectivity for a user.
The terminal device may communicate with a core net-
work through a radio access network (radio access net-
work, RAN), and exchange a voice and/or data with the
RAN. For example, the terminal device may be a hand-
held device, a vehicle-mounted device, vehicle user
equipment, or the like that has a wireless connection
function. Currently, for example, the terminal device is a
mobile phone (mobile phone), a tablet computer, a note-
book computer, a palmtop, a mobile internet device (mo-
bile internet device, MID), a wearable device, a virtual
reality (virtual reality, VR) device, an augmented reality
(augmented reality, AR) device, a wireless terminal in
industrial control (industrial control), a wireless terminal
in self-driving (self driving), a wireless terminal in a re-
mote surgery (remote surgery), a wireless terminal in a
smart grid (smart grid), a wireless terminal in transporta-
tion safety (transportation safety), a wireless terminal in
a smart city (smart city), or a wireless terminal in a smart
home (smart home).
[0048] As an example instead of a limitation, the ter-
minal device in the embodiments of this application may
alternatively be a wearable device. The wearable device
may also be referred to as a wearable intelligent device,
an intelligent wearable device, or the like, and is a general
term for wearable devices that are developed by applying
a wearable technology to perform intelligent design on
daily wear, for example, glasses, gloves, a watch,
clothes, and shoes. The wearable device is a portable
device that is directly worn on a body or integrated into
clothes or an accessory of a user. The wearable device
is not only a hardware device, but also implements a
powerful function through software support, data ex-
change, and cloud interaction. In a broad sense, the
wearable intelligent device includes a full-featured and
large-sized device, for example, a smart watch or smart
glasses, that can implement complete or partial functions
without depending on a smartphone, and includes a de-
vice, for example, various smart bands, smart helmets,
or smart jewelry for monitoring physical signs, that focus-
es on only one type of application function and needs to
collaboratively work with another device such as a smart-
phone.
[0049] The terminal device in the embodiments of this
application may alternatively be a vehicle-mounted mod-
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ule, a vehicle-mounted component, a vehicle-mounted
chip, or a vehicle-mounted unit that is built in a vehicle
as one or more components or units. The vehicle uses
the vehicle-mounted module, the vehicle-mounted mod-
ule, the vehicle-mounted component, the vehicle-mount-
ed chip, or the vehicle-mounted unit that is built in the
vehicle, to implement the method in this application.
[0050] (2) Network device: The network device is a de-
vice that is in a network and that is configured to connect
the terminal device to a wireless network. The network
device may be a node in the radio access network, and
may also be referred to as a base station, or may be
referred to as a radio access network (radio access net-
work, RAN) node (or device). The network device may
be configured to mutually convert a received over-the-
air frame and an Internet Protocol (IP) packet and serve
as a router between the terminal device and a rest portion
of the access network, where the rest portion of the ac-
cess network may include an IP network. The network
device may further coordinate attribute management of
an air interface. For example, the network device may
include a long term evolution (long term evolution, LTE)
system or an evolved NodeB (NodeB, eNB, or e-NodeB,
evolved NodeB) in an LTE-Advanced system (LTE-Ad-
vanced, LTE-A), for example, a conventional macro base
station eNB and a micro base station eNB in a hetero-
geneous network scenario; or may include a next gen-
eration NodeB (next generation NodeB, gNB) in a 5th
generation (5th generation, 5G) new radio (new radio,
NR) system; or may further include a transmission re-
ception point (transmission reception point, TRP), a
home base station (for example, a home evolved NodeB,
or a home NodeB, HNB), a baseband unit (baseband
unit, BBU), a baseband pooll, a Wi-Fi access point (ac-
cess point, AP), or the like; or may further include a cen-
tralized unit (centralized unit, CU) and a distributed unit
(distributed unit, DU) in a cloud radio access network
(cloud radio access network, CloudRAN) system. This is
not limited in the embodiments of this application. For
another example, a network device in a V2X technology
is a road side unit (road side unit, RSU). The RSU may
be a fixed infrastructure entity supporting a V2X applica-
tion, and may exchange a message with another entity
supporting the V2X application.
[0051] (3) Downlink control channel: The downlink
control channel may be, for example, a PDCCH or an
enhanced physical downlink control channel (enhanced
physical downlink control channel, EPDCCH), or may in-
clude another downlink control channel. There is no spe-
cific limitation.
[0052] (4) The terms "system" and "network" may be
used interchangeably in the embodiments of this appli-
cation. "A plurality of’ means two or more. In view of this,
"a plurality of’ may also be understood as "at least two"
in the embodiments of this application. "At least one" may
be understood as one or more, for example, understood
as one, two, or more. For example, "include at least one"
means including one, two, or more, and does not limit

which items are included. For example, if at least one of
A, B, and C is included, A, B, C, A and B, A and C, B and
C, or A and B and C may be included. Similarly, under-
standing of descriptions such as "at least one type" is
similar. The term "and/or" describes an association rela-
tionship for describing associated objects and represents
that three relationships may exist. For example, A and/or
B may represent the following three cases: Only A exists,
both A and B exist, and only B exists. In addition, unless
otherwise specified, the character "/" generally indicates
an "or" relationship between the associated objects.
[0053] Unless otherwise stated, ordinal numbers such
as "first" and "second" in the embodiments of this appli-
cation are used to distinguish between a plurality of ob-
jects, but are not intended to limit a sequence, a time
sequence, priorities, or importance of the plurality of ob-
jects. In addition, descriptions of "first" and "second" do
not necessarily limit that the objects are different.
[0054] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a wake-up
signal detection method according to an embodiment of
this application. The method specifically includes the fol-
lowing step S201 to step S204.
[0055] Step S201: A network device determines N PD-
CCH monitoring occasions before an active time DRX
ON.
[0056] Step S202: The network device sends first in-
dication information to a terminal device, where the first
indication information is used to indicate the terminal de-
vice to detect a WUS signal on M of the N PDCCH mon-
itoring occasions, where M is less than N, and both N
and M are positive integers greater than 1.
[0057] Step S203: The terminal device determines the
N PDCCH monitoring occasions before the active time
DRX ON.
[0058] Step S204: The terminal device detects the
WUS signal on M of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.
[0059] In this embodiment of this application, the ter-
minal device is a terminal device in an RRC connected
mode. Optionally, the terminal device is a terminal device
for which a power saving function is configured or a power
saving function is activated. The network device may
configure a DRX processing procedure for the terminal
device. As shown in FIG. 3, in a DRX mechanism, time
is divided into DRX cycles (DRX cycle), and the terminal
device enables an on duration timer (drx-on Duration
Timer) at a time start position of each DRX cycle. In a
running time range of the on duration timer, the terminal
device continuously attempts to detect a PDCCH. If the
terminal device detects the PDCCH in the running time
range of the on duration timer, the terminal device ena-
bles an inactivity timer (drx-Inactivity Timer). If the termi-
nal device continues to detect the PDCCH in the running
time range of the inactivity timer, the terminal device re-
sets the inactivity timer and starts counting again. If the
inactivity timer is running, even if an originally configured
on duration timer expires, the terminal device still needs
to continue to detect the PDCCH until the inactivity timer
expires. As long as either of the on duration timer and
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the inactivity timer is running, the terminal device is in
the active time, and needs to continuously detect the PD-
CCH. The active time may also be referred to as "DRX
ON", "on duration", "active time", or an active period, or
may have another name. This is not limited in this appli-
cation. For clarity of description, the active time is collec-
tively referred to as "DRX ON" in the following. That the
terminal device is in the active time may also be under-
stood as that the terminal device is in an active state or
in a wake-up state or enters a wake-up mode.
[0060] If the terminal device does not detect the PD-
CCH in the running time range of the on duration timer,
after the on duration timer expires, the terminal device
enters a sleep mode, that is, the terminal device is in a
sleep time during the remaining time of the DRX cycle,
and may disable a communications component such as
a radio frequency transceiver and a baseband processor,
to reduce power consumption. In this embodiment of this
application, the sleep time may also be referred to as
"DRX_OFF", sleep, or a sleep period, or may have an-
other name. This is not limited in this application. That
the terminal device is in the sleep time may also be un-
derstood as that the terminal device is in a sleep state or
in a DRX state or enters a sleep mode. If the terminal
device detects the PDCCH in the running time range of
the on duration timer, the terminal device enters the sleep
mode after the enabled inactivity timer expires.
[0061] Considering that data transmission is usually
bursty and sparse in time, if the network device does not
schedule any data for the terminal device in the active
time DRX ON, unnecessary energy consumption is gen-
erated for the terminal device. To reduce power con-
sumption, the network device may determine, based on
a data scheduling requirement, whether to send the WUS
signal to the terminal device before the active time DRX
ON. If the terminal device does not detect the WUS signal
before the active time DRX ON, or the WUS signal de-
tected by the terminal device indicates that the terminal
device has no data scheduling in the corresponding ac-
tive time DRX ON, the terminal device may directly enter
the sleep state, and does not need to detect the PDCCH
in the active time DRX ON. If the terminal device detects
the WUS signal before the active time DRX ON, or the
WUS signal detected by the terminal device is used to
indicate that the terminal device has data scheduling in
the corresponding active time DRX ON, the terminal de-
vice needs to wake up before the active time DRX ON,
and enables a timer according to the foregoing DRX
mechanism, to detect the PDCCH.
[0062] In this embodiment of this application, the WUS
signal is carried on the PDCCH, and the N PDCCH mon-
itoring occasions are N PDCCH monitoring occasions,
before the active time DRX ON, used to detect the WUS
signal. It should be understood that the WUS signal sent
by the network device may exist on a PDCCH monitoring
occasion, or the WUS signal sent by the network device
may not exist on a PDCCH monitoring occasion. Whether
the network device sends the WUS signal on the N PD-

CCH monitoring occasions is determined by a plurality
of factors such as whether data scheduling of the terminal
device exists in the active time DRX ON, and a power
saving function configured by the terminal device.
[0063] It should be noted that the WUS signal may be
a WUS signal sent to a terminal device, and is referred
to as a terminal-device-specific PDCCH wake-up signal
(UE-specific WUS). The WUS signal may also be a WUS
signal for a terminal device group, and is referred to as
a terminal device group PDCCH wake-up signal (Group-
based PDCCH WUS). Because one terminal device
group may include a plurality of terminal devices, the ter-
minal device mentioned in step S201 to step S204 in this
embodiment of this application may be any terminal de-
vice in the terminal device group.
[0064] In step S201, as shown in FIG. 4, the network
device may determine N consecutive PDCCH monitoring
occasions before a specific time offset from the active
time DRX ON as the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.
The N PDCCH monitoring occasions may be understood
as that there may be a PDCCH monitoring occasion for
sending the WUS signal or a valid (valid) PDCCH mon-
itoring occasion. Correspondingly, the network device
may further send second indication information and/or
third indication information to the terminal device, to in-
dicate positions of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.
[0065] In a possible design, the second indication in-
formation may be used to indicate the value of N and the
time offset, and the third indication information may be
used to indicate a configuration parameter of the PDCCH
monitoring occasion. The configuration parameter of the
PDCCH monitoring occasion may include one or more
of the following information: a sending cycle of a search
space set, a start slot for sending the PDCCH monitoring
occasion in a sending cycle of each search space set, a
quantity of slots for consecutively sending the PDCCH
monitoring occasion in the sending cycle of each search
space set, a start symbol for sending the PDCCH mon-
itoring occasion in each slot for sending the PDCCH mon-
itoring occasion, or a quantity of symbols for consecu-
tively sending the PDCCH monitoring occasion in each
slot for sending the PDCCH monitoring occasion.
[0066] In another possible design, the N PDCCH mon-
itoring occasions may be located in a receive time window
of the WUS signal. As shown in FIG. 5, the receive time
window of the WUS signal is located before the active
time DRX ON, and a distance between an end time of
the receive time window and a start time of the active
time DRX ON is a time offset. In this embodiment of this
application, the receive time window of the WUS signal
may also be referred to as a search time window (WUS
search window), a detection time window (WUS moni-
toring window), or a WUS occasion (WUS occasion). This
is not limited in this application.
[0067] In this case, the network device may further
send second indication information and/or third indication
information to the terminal device. In this case, the sec-
ond indication information is used to indicate a configu-
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ration parameter of the receive time window of the WUS
signal, so that the terminal device determines a position
of the receive time window of the WUS signal. The con-
figuration parameter of the receive time window of the
WUS signal may include the time offset between the end
time of the receive time window and the start time of the
active time DRX ON and a time length of the receive time
window. Alternatively, the configuration parameter of the
receive time window of the WUS signal may include the
time offset between the end time of the receive time win-
dow and the start time of the active time DRX ON and a
time offset between a start time of the receive time win-
dow and the start time of the active time DRX ON.
[0068] Similarly, the third indication information is used
to indicate a configuration parameter of the PDCCH mon-
itoring occasion. The configuration parameter of the PD-
CCH monitoring occasion may include one or more of
the following information: a sending cycle of a search
space set, a start slot for sending the PDCCH monitoring
occasion in a sending cycle of each search space set, a
quantity of slots for consecutively sending the PDCCH
monitoring occasion in the sending cycle of each search
space set, a start symbol for sending the PDCCH mon-
itoring occasion in each slot for sending the PDCCH mon-
itoring occasion, or a quantity of symbols for consecu-
tively sending the PDCCH monitoring occasion in each
slot for sending the PDCCH monitoring occasion.
[0069] It should be noted that the second indication
information and the third indication information in this em-
bodiment of this application may be sent in a plurality of
manners such as higher layer signaling (for example,
RRC signaling, MAC signaling, or physical layer signal-
ing), downlink control information (downlink control infor-
mation, DCI), and a system broadcast message. In ad-
dition, the second indication information and the third in-
dication information may be sent in a same manner or
different manners. This is not limited in this application.
If the second indication information and the third indica-
tion information are sent in a same manner, the second
indication information and the third indication information
may be sent in a same message, or may be sent in dif-
ferent messages. This is not limited in this application
either. Optionally, the network device may send the sec-
ond indication information and/or the third indication in-
formation before the terminal device enters the sleep
state.
[0070] In step S202, the network device may send the
first indication information to the terminal device, and the
first indication information is used to indicate the terminal
device to detect the WUS signal on M of the N PDCCH
monitoring occasions. In this embodiment of this appli-
cation, both M and N are positive integers greater than
1, and M is less than or equal to N. Therefore, it may also
be understood that the first indication information is used
to indicate the terminal device to detect the WUS signal
on some of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions. Further,
it may also be understood that the first indication infor-
mation is used to indicate the terminal device to detect

the WUS signal on a maximum of M PDCCH monitoring
occasions in the N PDCCH monitoring occasions. Be-
cause once the terminal device detects the WUS signal
on any one of the M PDCCH monitoring occasions, the
terminal device needs to wake up in the active time DRX
ON and detect the PDCCH, and does not need to con-
tinue to detect the WUS signal.
[0071] Optionally, the network device may further in-
dicate, in the first indication information, specific positions
of the M PDCCH monitoring occasions or a preset rule
for determining the M PDCCH monitoring occasions by
the terminal device.
[0072] In this embodiment of this application, the first
indication information may also be sent in a plurality of
manners such as higher layer signaling (for example,
RRC signaling, MAC signaling, or physical layer signal-
ing), downlink control information (downlink control infor-
mation, DCI), and a system broadcast message. This is
not limited in this application.
[0073] It may be understood that in this embodiment
of this application, the network device may send the WUS
signal on some or all of the N PDCCH monitoring occa-
sions, or may send the WUS signal on some or all of the
M PDCCH monitoring occasions. For example, the net-
work device may send the WUS signal on each of the M
PDCCH monitoring occasions, and notify the terminal
device of a sending manner of the WUS signal through
indication information. In this way, reliability of detecting
the WUS signal by the terminal device can be effectively
improved, and power consumption of the terminal device
can be reduced. For another example, the network de-
vice may send the WUS signal on any one or more of
the M PDCCH monitoring occasions, and notify the ter-
minal device of a sending manner of the WUS signal
through indication information. In this way, resource over-
heads for sending the WUS signal by the network device
can be effectively reduced. However, the terminal device
is required to detect the M PDCCH monitoring occasions
one by one.
[0074] In step S203, the terminal device may deter-
mine the N PDCCH monitoring occasions based on the
second indication information and/or the third indication
information received from the network device. Consider-
ing that all the third indication information in the embod-
iments of this application is used to indicate the config-
uration parameter of the PDCCH monitoring occasion,
but the second indication information has a different im-
plementation, in a possible design, as shown in FIG. 4,
if the second indication information is used to indicate
the value of N and the time offset, the terminal device
may directly determine N PDCCH monitoring occasions
before the time offset from the active time DRX ON as
the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.
[0075] In another possible design, if the second indi-
cation information is used to indicate the configuration
parameter of the receive time window of the WUS signal,
the terminal device may determine a specific position of
the receive time window of the WUS signal based on the
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time offset between the end time of the receive time win-
dow and the start time of the active time DRX ON and
the time length of the receive time window, or the time
offset between the end time of the receive time window
and the start time of the active time DRX ON and the time
offset between the start time of the receive time window
and the start time of the active time DRX ON in the second
indication information. Further, the terminal device de-
termines the N PDCCH monitoring occasions in the re-
ceive time window of the WUS signal with reference to
the configuration parameter that is of the PDCCH mon-
itoring occasion and that is indicated in the third indication
information.
[0076] In step S204, the terminal device may detect
the WUS signal on M of the N PDCCH monitoring occa-
sions.
[0077] In a possible design, the M PDCCH monitoring
occasions may be M PDCCH monitoring occasions clos-
est to the active time DRX ON in the N PDCCH monitoring
occasions. For example, in FIG. 6a, the receive time win-
dow of the WUS signal includes four PDCCH monitoring
occasions, and if a value of M is 2, the M PDCCH mon-
itoring occasions closest to the active time DRX ON are
two rightmost PDCCH monitoring occasions in the re-
ceive time window of the WUS signal. It can be learned
that the terminal device detects the WUS signal on the
M PDCCH monitoring occasions that are in the receive
time window of the WUS signal and that are closest to
the active time DRX ON, so that a time in which the ter-
minal device is woken up in the receive time window of
the WUS signal can be minimized, thereby effectively
reducing power consumption of the terminal device.
[0078] In a possible design, the M PDCCH monitoring
occasions may alternatively be M PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions farthest from the active time DRX ON in the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions. For example, in FIG. 6b,
the receive time window of the WUS signal includes four
PDCCH monitoring occasions, and if a value of M is 2,
the M PDCCH monitoring occasions farthest from the
active time DRX ON are two leftmost PDCCH monitoring
occasions in the receive time window of the WUS signal.
[0079] If the terminal device detects the WUS signal
on the M PDCCH monitoring occasions, the terminal de-
vice may enter a micro-sleep state in a period from a time
at which the terminal device detects the WUS signal to
the active time DRX ON, so that power consumption is
effectively reduced, and the terminal device wakes up at
the active time DRX ON to detect the PDCCH. If the ter-
minal device does not detect the WUS signal on the M
PDCCH monitoring occasions, the terminal device may
continue to detect the WUS signal on remaining N-M PD-
CCH monitoring occasions until the WUS signal is de-
tected or the detection on the remaining N-M PDCCH
monitoring occasions is completed PDCCH monitoring
occasion. It can be learned that the terminal device de-
tects the WUS signal on the M PDCCH monitoring occa-
sions that are in the receive time window of the WUS
signal and that are farthest from the active time DRX ON,

so that a possibility that the terminal device misses de-
tecting the WUS signal can be effectively reduced, and
a scheduling delay caused because the terminal device
does not detect the WUS signal can be reduced.
[0080] In still another possible design, the terminal de-
vice may alternatively determine, according to a preset
mapping rule, the M PDCCH monitoring occasions from
the N PDCCH monitoring occasions, and then detect the
WUS signal on the determined M PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions.
[0081] The preset mapping rule is used to determine,
for each of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions, whether
to detect the WUS signal on the PDCCH monitoring oc-
casion. The preset mapping rule may be related to an
identifier of the terminal device and a sequence number
of the PDCCH monitoring occasion, and may be a func-
tion that uses the identifier of the terminal device and the
sequence number of the PDCCH monitoring occasion
as independent variables, that is, f(UEid, index). If f(UEid,
index)=true, it indicates that the WUS signal is detected
on the PDCCH monitoring occasion; or if f(UEid, in-
dex)=false, it indicates that the WUS signal is not detect-
ed on the PDCCH monitoring occasion. It may be under-
stood that the function may further include an independ-
ent variable of one or more other parameters. This is not
limited in this application.
[0082] For example, the preset mapping rule may sat-
isfy the following relationship: 

where UEid is the identifier of the terminal device or an
identifier of a terminal device group to which the terminal
device belongs, index is the sequence number of the
PDCCH monitoring occasion, mod indicates a modulo
operation, X is a detection interval, and f is a real number;
and when a value of f is 0, it indicates that the terminal
device needs to detect the WUS signal on the PDCCH
monitoring occasion, or when a value of f is not 0, it in-
dicates that the terminal device does not need to detect
the WUS signal on the PDCCH monitoring occasion.
[0083] As shown in FIG. 6c, if a value of the detection
interval X is 2, the terminal device detects the WUS signal
once every other PDCCH monitoring occasion. It can be
learned that the M PDCCH monitoring occasions, on
which the WUS signal is detected, in the N PDCCH mon-
itoring occasions are determined according to the preset
mapping rule, so that M PDCCH monitoring occasions
corresponding to different terminal devices are rand-
omized in different slots. This avoids that WUS signals
of a relatively large quantity of terminal devices need to
be sent in a same slot, so that occupation of downlink air
interface resources of the network device is more bal-
anced.
[0084] It should be understood that, in this embodiment
of this application, that the terminal device detects the
WUS signal on the M PDCCH monitoring occasions may
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be: detecting the WUS signal on each of the M PDCCH
monitoring occasions, and entering the micro-sleep state
once the WUS signal is detected, to reduce power con-
sumption. Alternatively, that the terminal device detects
the WUS signal on the M PDCCH monitoring occasions
may be: detecting the WUS signal on any one or more
of the M PDCCH monitoring occasions. For example, if
the terminal device may determine that the network de-
vice sends the WUS signal on all the M PDCCH moni-
toring occasions, that the terminal device detects the
WUS signal on the M PDCCH monitoring occasions may
be: detecting the WUS signal on any one or more of the
M PDCCH monitoring occasions. Therefore, reliability of
WUS signal detection can be effectively improved.
[0085] It should be noted that positions of the M PD-
CCH monitoring occasions in the N PDCCH monitoring
occasions and the preset mapping rule used by the ter-
minal device to determine the M PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions in this embodiment of this application may be
predefined, or may be indicated by the network device
in the first indication information. "Predefine" mentioned
in the embodiments of this application may be under-
stood as "define", "predefine", "store", "pre-store", "pre-
negotiate", "pre-configure", "solidify", or "pre-burn".
[0086] A sequence of performing the foregoing step
S201 to step S204 is not specifically limited in this appli-
cation, and the sequence of performing the steps is lim-
ited according to internal logic of the steps. For example,
the network device may determine the N PDCCH moni-
toring occasions before the terminal device determines
the N PDCCH monitoring occasions. The network device
may send the first indication information to the terminal
device before the terminal device detects the WUS signal
on M of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions. However,
the network device may send the first indication informa-
tion to the terminal device before or after the terminal
device determines the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.
This is not limited in this application.
[0087] An embodiment of this application further pro-
vides a communications apparatus. FIG. 7 is a schematic
structural diagram of communications apparatus accord-
ing to an embodiment of this application. A communica-
tions apparatus 700 includes a transceiver module 710
and a processing module 720. The communications ap-
paratus may be configured to implement a function of the
terminal device in any one of the foregoing method em-
bodiments. For example, the communications apparatus
may be a terminal device, for example, a handheld ter-
minal device or a vehicle-mounted terminal device. Al-
ternatively, the communications apparatus may be a chip
included in a terminal device, or an apparatus including
a terminal device, for example, various types of vehicles.
[0088] When the communications apparatus serves as
a terminal device and performs the method embodiment
shown in FIG. 2, the processing module 720 is configured
to determine N physical downlink control channel PD-
CCH monitoring occasions before an active time DRX
ON, and the transceiver module 710 is configured to de-

tect a wake-up signal WUS on M of the N PDCCH mon-
itoring occasions, where M is less than N, and both N
and M are positive integers greater than 1.
[0089] In a possible design, the M PDCCH monitoring
occasions are M PDCCH monitoring occasions closest
to the DRX ON in the N PDCCH monitoring occasions;
or the M PDCCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH
monitoring occasions farthest from the DRX ON in the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions.
[0090] In a possible design, if the M PDCCH monitoring
occasions are M PDCCH monitoring occasions farthest
from the DRX ON in the N PDCCH monitoring occasions,
and the transceiver module 710 does not detect the WUS
on the M PDCCH monitoring occasions, the transceiver
module 710 is further configured to: continue to detect
the WUS on remaining N-M PDCCH monitoring occa-
sions until the WUS is detected or the detection on the
remaining N-M PDCCH monitoring occasions is complet-
ed PDCCH monitoring occasion.
[0091] In a possible design, the processing module 720
is specifically configured to determine, according to a pre-
set mapping rule, the M PDCCH monitoring occasions
from the N PDCCH monitoring occasions, where the pre-
set mapping rule is used to determine PDCCH monitoring
occasion whether to detect the WUS on each of the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions.
[0092] In a possible design, the mapping rule satisfies
the following relationship: 

where UEid is an identifier of the communications appa-
ratus or a terminal device group to which the communi-
cations apparatus belongs, index is a sequence number
of the PDCCH monitoring occasion, mod indicates a
modulo operation, X is a detection interval, and f is a real
number; and when a value of f is 0, it indicates that the
transceiver module 710 needs to detect the WUS on the
PDCCH monitoring occasion, or when a value of f is not
0, it indicates that the transceiver module 710 does not
need to detect the WUS on the PDCCH monitoring oc-
casion.
[0093] In a possible design, the transceiver module
710 is further configured to receive first indication infor-
mation from a network device, where the first indication
information is used to indicate to detect the WUS on M
of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.
[0094] In a possible design, the N PDCCH monitoring
occasions are N PDCCH monitoring occasions in a re-
ceive time window of the WUS. The processing module
720 may determine the receive time window of the WUS
in the following manner: determining the receive time win-
dow based on an offset between an end time of the re-
ceive time window and a start time of the DRX ON and
a length of the receive time window; or determining the
receive time window based on an offset between an end
time of the receive time window and a start time of the
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DRX ON and an offset between a start time of the receive
time window and the start time of the DRX ON.
[0095] In a possible design, the processing module 720
may determine the N PDCCH monitoring occasions in-
cluded in the receive time window in the following man-
ner: determining, based on the receive time window and
a configuration parameter of the PDCCH monitoring oc-
casion, the N PDCCH monitoring occasions included in
the receive time window. The configuration parameter of
the PDCCH monitoring occasion is used to indicate one
or more of the following information: a sending cycle of
a search space set, a start slot for sending the PDCCH
monitoring occasion in a sending cycle of each search
space set, a quantity of slots for consecutively sending
the PDCCH monitoring occasion in the sending cycle of
each search space set, a start symbol for sending the
PDCCH monitoring occasion in each slot for sending the
PDCCH monitoring occasion, or a quantity of symbols
for consecutively sending the PDCCH monitoring occa-
sion in each slot for sending the PDCCH monitoring oc-
casion.
[0096] The processing module 720 in the communica-
tions apparatus may be implemented by a processor or
a processor-related circuit component, and the transceiv-
er module 710 may be implemented by a transceiver or
a transceiver-related circuit component. Operations
and/or functions of the modules in the communications
apparatus are separately used to implement correspond-
ing procedures of the method shown in FIG. 2. For brev-
ity, details are not described herein again.
[0097] FIG. 8 is another schematic structural diagram
of a communications apparatus according to an embod-
iment of this application. The communications apparatus
may be specifically a terminal device. For ease of under-
standing and illustration, in FIG. 8, a mobile phone is
used as an example of the terminal device. As shown in
FIG. 8, the terminal device includes a processor, and
may further include a memory. In addition, the terminal
device may further include a radio frequency circuit, an
antenna, an input/output apparatus, and the like. The
processor is mainly configured to: process a communi-
cations protocol and communication data, control the ter-
minal device, execute a software program, process data
of the software program, and the like. The memory is
mainly configured to store the software program and the
data. The radio frequency circuit is mainly configured to:
perform conversion between a baseband signal and a
radio frequency signal, and process the radio frequency
signal. The antenna is mainly configured to receive and
transmit a radio frequency signal in an electromagnetic
wave form. The input/output apparatus, such as a touch-
screen, a display screen, and a keyboard, is mainly con-
figured to receive data input by a user and output data
to the user. It should be noted that some types of terminal
devices may not have the input/output apparatus.
[0098] When data needs to be sent, after performing
baseband processing on the to-be-sent data, the proc-
essor outputs a baseband signal to the radio frequency

circuit. After performing radio frequency processing on
the baseband signal, the radio frequency circuit sends
the radio frequency signal in an electromagnetic wave
form through the antenna. When data is sent to the ter-
minal device, the radio frequency circuit receives a radio
frequency signal through the antenna, converts the radio
frequency signal into a baseband signal, and outputs the
baseband signal to the processor. The processor con-
verts the baseband signal into data, and processes the
data. For ease of description, FIG. 8 shows only one
memory and only one processor. In an actual terminal
device product, there may be one or more processors
and one or more memories. The memory may also be
referred to as a storage medium, a storage device, or the
like. The memory may be disposed independent of the
processor, or may be integrated with the processor. This
is not limited in this embodiment of this application.
[0099] In this embodiment of this application, the an-
tenna and the radio frequency circuit that have receiving
and sending functions may be considered as a transceiv-
er unit of the terminal device, and the processor that has
a processing function may be considered as a processing
unit of the terminal device. As shown in FIG. 8, the ter-
minal device includes a transceiver unit 810 and a
processing unit 820. The transceiver unit may also be
referred to as a transceiver, a transceiver machine, a
transceiver apparatus, or the like. The processing unit
may also be referred to as a processor, a processing
board, a processing module, a processing apparatus, or
the like. Optionally, a component that is in the transceiver
unit 810 and that is configured to implement a receiving
function may be considered as a receiving unit, and a
component that is in the transceiver unit 810 and that is
configured to implement a sending function may be con-
sidered as a sending unit. In other words, the transceiver
unit 810 includes the receiving unit and the sending unit.
The transceiver unit sometimes may also be referred to
as a transceiver machine, a transceiver, a transceiver
circuit, or the like. The receiving unit may also be some-
times referred to as a receiver, a receiver, a receiver cir-
cuit, or the like. The sending unit may also be sometimes
referred to as a transmitter, a transmitter, a transmitter
circuit, or the like. It should be understood that the trans-
ceiver unit 810 is configured to perform a sending oper-
ation and a receiving operation on a terminal device side
in the foregoing method embodiments, and the process-
ing unit 820 is configured to perform an operation other
than the receiving/sending operation of the terminal de-
vice in the foregoing method embodiments.
[0100] An embodiment of this application provides an-
other communications apparatus. FIG. 9 is a schematic
structural diagram of a communications apparatus ac-
cording to an embodiment of this application. The com-
munications apparatus 900 includes a transceiver mod-
ule 910 and a processing module 920. The communica-
tions apparatus may be configured to implement a func-
tion of the network device in any one of the foregoing
method embodiments. For example, the communica-
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tions apparatus may be a network device or a chip in-
cluded in a network device.
[0101] When the communications apparatus serves as
a network device and performs the method embodiment
shown in FIG. 2, the processing module 920 is configured
to determine N physical downlink control channel PD-
CCH monitoring occasions before an active time DRX
ON, and the transceiver module 910 is configured to send
first indication information to a terminal device, where the
first indication information is used to indicate the terminal
device to detect a wake-up signal WUS on M of the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions, where M is less than N,
and both N and M are positive integers greater than 1.
[0102] In a possible design, the M PDCCH monitoring
occasions are M PDCCH monitoring occasions closest
to the DRX ON in the N PDCCH monitoring occasions;
or the M PDCCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH
monitoring occasions farthest from the DRX ON in the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions.
[0103] In a possible design, the processing module 920
is further configured to determine, according to a preset
mapping rule, the M PDCCH monitoring occasions from
the N PDCCH monitoring occasions, where the preset
mapping rule is used to determine PDCCH monitoring
occasion whether the terminal device needs to detect the
WUS on each of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.
[0104] In a possible design, the mapping rule satisfies
the following relationship: 

 where UEid is an identifier of the terminal device or a
terminal device group, index is a sequence number of
the PDCCH monitoring occasion, mod indicates a mod-
ulo operation, X is a detection interval, and f is a real
number; and when a value of f is 0, it indicates that the
terminal device needs to detect the WUS on the PDCCH
monitoring occasion, or when a value of f is not 0, it in-
dicates that the terminal device does not need to detect
the WUS on the PDCCH monitoring occasion.
[0105] In a possible design, the transceiver module
910 is further configured to send second indication infor-
mation to the terminal device, where the second indica-
tion information is used to indicate a configuration pa-
rameter of a receive time window of the WUS. The con-
figuration parameter of the receive time window includes
an offset between an end time of the receive time window
and a start time of the DRX ON and a length of the receive
time window, or the configuration parameter of the re-
ceive time window includes an offset between an end
time of the receive time window and a start time of the
DRX ON and an offset between a start time of the receive
time window and the start time of the DRX ON.
[0106] In a possible design, the transceiver module
910 is further configured to send third indication informa-
tion to the terminal device, where the third indication in-
formation is used to indicate a configuration parameter

of the PDCCH monitoring occasion, and the configuration
parameter of the PDCCH monitoring occasion includes
one or more of the following information: a sending cycle
of a search space set, a start slot for sending the PDCCH
monitoring occasion in a sending cycle of each search
space set, a quantity of slots for consecutively sending
the PDCCH monitoring occasion in the sending cycle of
each search space set, a start symbol for sending the
PDCCH monitoring occasion in each slot for sending the
PDCCH monitoring occasion, or a quantity of symbols
for consecutively sending the PDCCH monitoring occa-
sion in each slot for sending the PDCCH monitoring oc-
casion.
[0107] It should be understood that the processing
module 920 in the communications apparatus may be
implemented by a processor or a processor-related cir-
cuit component, and the transceiver module 910 may be
implemented by a transceiver or a transceiver-related
circuit component. Operations and/or functions of the
modules in the communications apparatus are separate-
ly used to implement corresponding procedures of the
method shown in FIG. 2. For brevity, details are not de-
scribed herein again.
[0108] FIG. 10 is another schematic structural diagram
of a communications apparatus according to an embod-
iment of this application. The communications apparatus
may be specifically a network device, for example, a base
station, configured to implement a function of the network
device in any one of the foregoing method embodiments.
[0109] The network device includes one or more radio
frequency units, for example, a remote radio unit (remote
radio unit, RRU) 1001 and one or more baseband units
(baseband unit, BBU) (which may also be referred to as
a digital unit (digital unit, DU)) 1002. The RRU 1001 may
be referred to as a transceiver unit, a transceiver ma-
chine, a transceiver circuit, a transceiver, or the like, and
may include at least one antenna 10011 and a radio fre-
quency unit 10012. The RRU 1001 is mainly configured
to receive and send a radio frequency signal and convert
the radio frequency signal and a baseband signal. The
BBU 1002 is mainly configured to perform baseband
processing, control the base station, and the like. The
RRU 1001 and the BBU 1002 may be physically disposed
together, or may be physically disposed separately,
namely, a distributed base station.
[0110] The BBU 1002 is a control center of the base
station, may also be referred to as a processing unit, and
is mainly configured to complete baseband processing
functions such as channel coding, multiplexing, modula-
tion, and spectrum spreading. For example, the BBU (the
processing unit) 1002 may be configured to control the
base station to perform an operation procedure related
to the network device in the foregoing method embodi-
ments.
[0111] In an example, the BBU 1002 may include one
or more boards, and a plurality of boards may jointly sup-
port a radio access network (for example, an LTE net-
work) having a single access technology, or may sepa-
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rately support radio access networks (for example, an
LTE network, a 5G network, or another network) having
different access standards. The BBU 1002 may further
include a memory 10021 and a processor 10022, and
the memory 10021 is configured to store a necessary
instruction and necessary data. The processor 10022 is
configured to control the base station to perform a nec-
essary action, for example, is configured to control the
base station to perform a sending operation in the fore-
going method embodiments. The memory 10021 and the
processor 10022 may serve one or more boards. In other
words, a memory and a processor may be disposed on
each board. Alternatively, a plurality of boards may share
a same memory and a same processor. In addition, each
board may further be provided with a necessary circuit.
[0112] An embodiment of this application further pro-
vides a chip system, including a processor. The proces-
sor is coupled to a memory, the memory is configured to
store a program or an instruction, and when the program
or the instruction is executed by the processor, the chip
system is enabled to implement the method in any one
of the foregoing method embodiments.
[0113] Optionally, there may be one or more proces-
sors in the chip system. The processor may be imple-
mented by using hardware, or may be implemented by
using hardware. When the processor is implemented by
using hardware, the processor may be a logic circuit, an
integrated circuit, or the like. When the processor is im-
plemented by using software, the processor may be a
general-purpose processor, and is implemented by read-
ing software code stored in the memory.
[0114] Optionally, there may be one or more memories
in the chip system. The memory may be integrated with
the processor, or may be disposed separately from the
processor. This is not limited in this application. For ex-
ample, the memory may be a non-transitory processor,
for example, a read-only memory ROM. The memory and
the processor may be integrated into a same chip, or may
be separately disposed on different chips. A type of the
memory and a manner of disposing the memory and the
processor are not specifically limited in this application.
[0115] For example, the chip system may be a field
programmable gate array (field programmable gate ar-
ray, FPGA), or an application-specific integrated chip
(application-specific integrated circuit, ASIC), or may be
a system on chip (system on chip, SoC), a central
processing unit (central processor unit, CPU), a network
processor (network processor, NP), a digital signal proc-
essor (digital signal processor, DSP), or a micro control-
ler (micro controller unit, MCU), or may be a program-
mable logic device (programmable logic device, PLD),
or another integrated chip.
[0116] It should be understood that steps in the fore-
going method embodiments may be implemented by us-
ing a hardware integrated logical circuit in the processor
or an instruction in a form of software. The steps of the
method disclosed with reference to the embodiments of
this application may be directly performed by a hardware

processor, or may be performed by using a combination
of hardware in the processor and a software module.
[0117] An embodiment of this application further pro-
vides a computer-readable storage medium. The com-
puter storage medium stores a computer-readable in-
struction. When a computer reads and executes the com-
puter-readable instruction, the computer is enabled to
perform the method in any one of the foregoing method
embodiments.
[0118] An embodiment of this application further pro-
vides a computer program product. When a computer
reads and executes the computer program product, the
computer is enabled to perform the method in any one
of the foregoing method embodiments.
[0119] An embodiment of this application further pro-
vides a communications system. The communications
system includes a network device and at least one ter-
minal device described in the foregoing method embod-
iments.
[0120] It should be understood that, the processor
mentioned in the embodiments of this application may
be a central processing unit (central processing unit,
CPU), and may further be another general purpose proc-
essor, a digital signal processor (digital signal processor,
DSP), an application-specific integrated circuit (applica-
tion-specific integrated circuit, ASIC), a field programma-
ble gate array (field programmable gate array, FPGA) or
another programmable logic device, a discrete gate or a
transistor logic device, a discrete hardware component,
or the like. The general purpose processor may be a mi-
croprocessor, or the processor may be any conventional
processor or the like.
[0121] It should be further understood that the memory
mentioned in the embodiments of this application may
be a volatile memory or a nonvolatile memory, or may
include both a volatile memory and a nonvolatile memory.
The nonvolatile memory may be a read-only memory
(read-only memory, ROM), a programmable read-only
memory (programmable ROM, PROM), an erasable pro-
grammable read-only memory (erasable PROM,
EPROM), an electrically erasable programmable read-
only memory (electrically EPROM, EEPROM), or a flash
memory. The volatile memory may be a random access
memory (random access memory, RAM), used as an ex-
ternal cache. Through example but not limitative descrip-
tion, many forms of RAMs may be used, for example, a
static random access memory (static RAM, SRAM), a
dynamic random access memory (dynamic RAM,
DRAM), a synchronous dynamic random access mem-
ory (synchronous DRAM, SDRAM), a double data rate
synchronous dynamic random access memory (double
data rate SDRAM, DDR SDRAM), an enhanced synchro-
nous dynamic random access memory (enhanced
SDRAM, ESDRAM), a synchlink dynamic random ac-
cess memory (synchlink DRAM, SLDRAM), and a direct
rambus random access memory (direct rambus RAM,
DR RAM).
[0122] It should be noted that when the processor is a
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general purpose processor, a DSP, an ASIC, an FPGA
or another programmable logic device, a discrete gate
or a transistor logic device, or a discrete hardware com-
ponent, the memory (a storage module) is integrated into
the processor.
[0123] It should be noted that the memory described
in this specification aims to include but is not limited to
these memories and any memory of another proper type.
[0124] It should be understood that sequence numbers
of the foregoing processes do not mean execution se-
quences in various embodiments of this application. The
execution sequences of the processes should be deter-
mined according to functions and internal logic of the
processes, and should not be construed as any limitation
on the implementation processes of the embodiments of
the present invention.
[0125] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware
that, in combination with the examples described in the
embodiments disclosed in this specification, units and
algorithm steps may be implemented by electronic hard-
ware or a combination of computer software and elec-
tronic hardware. Whether the functions are performed by
hardware or software depends on particular applications
and design constraint conditions of the technical solu-
tions. A person skilled in the art may use different meth-
ods to implement the described functions for each par-
ticular application, but it should not be considered that
the implementation goes beyond the scope of this appli-
cation.
[0126] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled
in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief
description, for a detailed working process of the forego-
ing system, apparatus, and unit, refer to a corresponding
process in the foregoing method embodiments, and de-
tails are not described herein again.
[0127] In the several embodiments provided in this ap-
plication, it should be understood that the disclosed sys-
tem, apparatus, and method may be implemented in oth-
er manners. For example, the described apparatus em-
bodiments are merely examples. For example, the unit
division is merely logical function division and may be
other division in actual implementation. For example, a
plurality of units or components may be combined or in-
tegrated into another system, or some features may be
ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or
discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings or com-
munication connections may be implemented by using
some interfaces. The indirect couplings or communica-
tion connections between the apparatuses or units may
be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or other forms.
[0128] The units described as separate parts may or
may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as
units may or may not be physical units, may be located
in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of
network units. Some or all of the units may be selected
based on actual requirements to achieve the objectives
of the solutions of the embodiments.
[0129] In addition, functional units in the embodiments

of this application may be integrated into one processing
unit, or each of the units may exist alone physically, or
two or more units are integrated into one unit.
[0130] When the functions are implemented in the form
of a software functional unit and sold or used as an in-
dependent product, the functions may be stored in a com-
puter-readable storage medium. Based on such an un-
derstanding, the technical solutions of this application
essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art, or
some of the technical solutions may be implemented in
a form of a software product. The software product is
stored in a storage medium, and includes several instruc-
tions for instructing a computer device (which may be a
personal computer, a server, or a network device) to per-
form all or some of the steps of the methods described
in the embodiments of this application. The foregoing
storage medium includes: any medium that can store pro-
gram code, such as a USB flash drive, a removable hard
disk, a read-only memory (Read-Only Memory, ROM), a
random access memory (Random Access Memory,
RAM), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0131] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific
implementations of this application, but are not intended
to limit the protection scope of this application. Any var-
iation or replacement readily figured out by a person
skilled in the art within the technical scope disclosed in
this application shall fall within the protection scope of
this application. Therefore, the protection scope of this
application shall be subject to the protection scope of the
claims.

Claims

1. A wake-up signal detection method, wherein the
method comprises:

determining, by a terminal device, N physical
downlink control channel PDCCH detection oc-
casions before an active time DRX ON; and
detecting, by the terminal device, a wake-up sig-
nal WUS on M of the N PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions, wherein M is less than N, and both N
and M are positive integers greater than 1.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the M PD-
CCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH monitor-
ing occasions closest to the DRX ON in the N PD-
CCH monitoring occasions; or
the M PDCCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH
monitoring occasions farthest from the DRX ON in
the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein if the M
PDCCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH mon-
itoring occasions farthest from the DRX ON in the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions, the method further
comprises:
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if the WUS is not detected on the M PDCCH moni-
toring occasions, continuing, by the terminal device,
to detect the WUS on remaining N-M PDCCH mon-
itoring occasions until the WUS is detected or the
detection on the remaining N-M PDCCH monitoring
occasions is completed.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:
determining, by the terminal device according to a
preset mapping rule, the M PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions from the N PDCCH monitoring occasions,
wherein the preset mapping rule is used to determine
PDCCH monitoring occasion whether to detect the
WUS on each of the N PDCCH monitoring occa-
sions.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the map-
ping rule satisfies the following relationship: 

wherein UEid is an identifier of the terminal device
or a terminal device group to which the terminal de-
vice belongs, index is a sequence number of the PD-
CCH monitoring occasion, mod indicates a modulo
operation, X is a detection interval, and f is a real
number; and when a value of f is 0, it indicates that
the terminal device needs to detect the WUS on the
PDCCH monitoring occasion, or when a value of f is
not 0, it indicates that the terminal device does not
need to detect the WUS on the PDCCH monitoring
occasion.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein the method further comprises:
receiving, by the terminal device, first indication in-
formation from a network device, wherein the first
indication information is used to indicate the terminal
device to detect the WUS on M of the N PDCCH
monitoring occasions.

7. A wake-up signal detection method, wherein the
method comprises:

determining, by a network device, N physical
downlink control channel PDCCH monitoring
occasions before an active time DRX ON; and
sending, by the network device, first indication
information to a terminal device, wherein the first
indication information is used to indicate the ter-
minal device to detect a wake-up signal WUS
on M of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions,
wherein M is less than N, and both N and M are
positive integers greater than 1.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the M PD-

CCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH monitor-
ing occasions closest to the DRX ON; or
the M PDCCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH
monitoring occasions farthest from the DRX ON.

9. The method according to claim 7, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:
determining, by the network device according to a
preset mapping rule, the M PDCCH monitoring oc-
casions from the N PDCCH monitoring occasions,
wherein the preset mapping rule is used to determine
PDCCH monitoring occasion whether the terminal
device needs to detect the WUS on each of the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the map-
ping rule satisfies the following relationship: 

wherein UEid is an identifier of the terminal device
or a terminal device group to which the terminal de-
vice belongs, index is a sequence number of the PD-
CCH monitoring occasion, mod indicates a modulo
operation, X is a detection interval, and f is a real
number; and when a value of f is 0, it indicates that
the terminal device needs to detect the WUS on the
PDCCH monitoring occasion, or when a value of f is
not 0, it indicates that the terminal device does not
need to detect the WUS on the PDCCH monitoring
occasion.

11. A communications apparatus, wherein the appara-
tus comprises:

a processing module, configured to determine
N physical downlink control channel PDCCH
monitoring occasions before an active time DRX
ON; and
a transceiver module, configured to detect a
wake-up signal WUS on M of the N PDCCH
monitoring occasions, wherein M is less than N,
and both N and M are positive integers greater
than 1.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the M
PDCCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH mon-
itoring occasions closest to the DRX ON in the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions; or
the M PDCCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH
monitoring occasions farthest from the DRX ON in
the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.

13. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein if the
M PDCCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH
monitoring occasions farthest from the DRX ON in
the N PDCCH monitoring occasions, the transceiver
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module is further configured to:
if the WUS is not detected on the M PDCCH moni-
toring occasions, continue to detect the WUS on re-
maining N-M PDCCH monitoring occasions until the
WUS is detected or the detection on the remaining
N-M PDCCH monitoring occasions is completed PD-
CCH monitoring occasion.

14. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the
processing module is further configured to:
determine, according to a preset mapping rule, the
M PDCCH monitoring occasions from the N PDCCH
monitoring occasions, wherein the preset mapping
rule is used to determine PDCCH monitoring occa-
sion whether to detect the WUS on each of the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions.

15. The apparatus according to claim 14, wherein the
mapping rule satisfies the following relationship: 

wherein UEid is an identifier of the apparatus or a
terminal device group to which the apparatus be-
longs, index is a sequence number of the PDCCH
monitoring occasion, mod indicates a modulo oper-
ation, X is a detection interval, and f is a real number;
and when a value of f is 0, it indicates the WUS needs
to be detected on the PDCCH monitoring occasion,
or when a value of f is not 0, it indicates that the WUS
does not need to be detected on the PDCCH moni-
toring occasion.

16. The apparatus according to any one of claims 11 to
15, wherein the transceiver module is further config-
ured to:
receive first indication information from a network
device, wherein the first indication information is
used to indicate the apparatus to detect the WUS on
M of the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.

17. A communications apparatus, wherein the appara-
tus comprises:

a processing module, configured to determine
N physical downlink control channel PDCCH
monitoring occasions before an active time DRX
ON; and
a transceiver module, configured to send first
indication information to a terminal device,
wherein the first indication information is used
to indicate the terminal device to detect a wake-
up signal WUS on M of the N PDCCH monitoring
occasions, wherein M is less than N, and both
N and M are positive integers greater than 1.

18. The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein the M

PDCCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH mon-
itoring occasions closest to the DRX ON in the N
PDCCH monitoring occasions; or
the M PDCCH monitoring occasions are M PDCCH
monitoring occasions farthest from the DRX ON in
the N PDCCH monitoring occasions.

19. The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein the
processing module is further configured to:
determine, according to a preset mapping rule, the
M PDCCH monitoring occasions from the N PDCCH
monitoring occasions, wherein the preset mapping
rule is used to determine PDCCH monitoring occa-
sion whether the terminal device needs to detect the
WUS on each of the N PDCCH monitoring occa-
sions.

20. The apparatus according to claim 19, wherein the
mapping rule satisfies the following relationship: 

wherein UEid is an identifier of the terminal device
or a terminal device group to which the terminal de-
vice belongs, index is a sequence number of the PD-
CCH monitoring occasion, mod indicates a modulo
operation, X is a detection interval, and f is a real
number; and when a value of f is 0, it indicates that
the terminal device needs to detect the WUS on the
PDCCH monitoring occasion, or when a value of f is
not 0, it indicates that the terminal device does not
need to detect the WUS on the PDCCH monitoring
occasion.

21. A communications apparatus, wherein the appara-
tus comprises at least one processor, and the at least
one processor is coupled to at least one memory; and
the at least one processor is configured to execute
a computer program or an instruction stored in the
at least one memory, so that the apparatus performs
the method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, or
the apparatus performs the method according to any
one of claims 7 to 10.

22. A readable storage medium, configured to store an
instruction, wherein when the instruction is execut-
ed, the method according to any one of claims 1 to
6 is implemented, or the method according to any
one of claims 7 to 10 is implemented.

23. A communications apparatus, comprising a proces-
sor and an interface circuit, wherein

the interface circuit is configured to: receive a
code instruction and transmit the code instruc-
tion to the processor; and
the processor is configured to run the code in-
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struction to perform the method according to any
one of claims 1 to 6, or the processor is config-
ured to run the code instruction to perform the
method according to any one of claims 7 to 10.
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